Abstract. This Start research on the scattering mechanism of ground object target, the scattering of the far zone and the near region is defined, and the scattering characteristics of the target is analyzed.Using the distance-Doppler method to divide the fuze beam radiation area, the fuze echo model is established and the model is simulated.The simulation results show that when the millimeter wave fuze is under the different targets, the echo amplitude has different degrees of fluctuation, which is consistent with the result of the multiple documents, proves the correctness of the model.
Introduction
The surface of the earth was covered by a lot of ground, the formation of the different types of surface environment, such as grassland, sand, cement. When the millimeter wave proximity fuze is implemented to ground attack, different ground conditions have great influence on the performance of the fuze, especially in the measurement of the distance from the surface. Therefore, in order to improve the accuracy of the fuze distance measurement, and to make sure that the fuze can be detonated in an effective distance, the echo model of the millimeter wave proximity fuze is studied.
Analysis of the influence of the near zone scattering characteristics on the target echo of ground objects
A.The partition of far zone and near zone scattering of fuze If the length of Fuze antenna is l, the length of target is ' l ,the distance between the fuze and the target is R , the relative position relationship is shown in Figure 1 . 
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The target radar cross section is defined in the far zone, and the theoretical formula is as follows: 
（4）
The formula (4) is treated by the electromagnetic field vector property: 
（6）
Near zone RCS can be expressed as:
In the formula, k σ is the radar cross section of each scattering plane,M is the total number of scattered surface elements after target partition, k R is the distance between the fuze and the k scattering surface element.
Analysis of fuze beam radiation area
A.Division of beam radiation area of fuze At present, there are two main ways of the radiation area dividing method: the distance Doppler division method and the distance division method. In view of the relative motion between the fuze and target, it is necessary to produce the Doppler effect. Therefore, this paper uses the distance Doppler division method.
The core idea of the distance Doppler division method is to divide the distance around the center as the basis, and the vertical line is divided into two kinds of lines,the division of the method is shown in 
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Can be obtained:
（2）Longitudinal spacing All scattered points are required to meet the requirements of the following angular resolution:
Thus, the number of the scattered body in a distance ring is:
In the formula, C θ is the projection angle width of fuze beam in horizontal plane， FFT N is Fu Liye transform length.
Instantaneous echo power of a single surface element
According to the radar range equation, the instantaneous echo power of a single surface element can be obtained:
In the formula, i θ is the the azimuth angle of the beam center of the I unit deviated from the center of the beam, t P is the peak transmit power of fuze,G is the fuze antenna gain, i τ is the the I units of the fuze and round-trip delay time, i σ is the the radar cross section of a unit surface of I, i R is the distance between the fuze and the I cell surface,L is the total loss.
Echo model and simulation analysis of ground objects
A.Target echo model The echo signal received by the fuze is generated by a large number of randomly distributed scattered bodies in the scattering region of the target area.
Assuming the fuze's transmit signal s(t) is：
In the formula, A is the amplitude of transmit signal, ω is the angular frequency of transmitted signal, ϕ is the initial phase of launch signal.The received signal can be expressed as： （a）Soil and rock surface （b）Woods From the simulation results, it can be seen that the envelope of the echo signal is random fluctuation and the phase is also random fluctuation in the process of fuze to the target. In contrast, the change of the surface of the road is the biggest, which is also verified by the case of the front, the road surface with specular reflection, reflective intensity changes.
Conclusion
In this paper, the echo model of the millimeter wave proximity fuze is established by using the near zone scattering theory,the model can be used to establish the model simulation environment of fuze target,providing an important reference basis for the simulation test of the fuze development process.
